Internship on "Federated Learning for Heterogeneous Model Architectures"

Supervisor

- Chuan Xu, Université Côte d'Azur, France, chuan.xu@inria.fr, https://sites.google.com/view/chuanxu

Location

Inria NEO team (https://team.inria.fr/neo/)

2004 route des Lucioles,

06902 Sophia Antipolis, France

Context

The increasing size of data generated by smartphones and IoT devices motivated the development of Federated Learning (FL) [1,2], a framework for on-device collaborative training of machine learning models. FL algorithms like FedAvg [3] allow clients to train a common global model without sharing their personal data. FL reduces data collection costs and protects clients' data privacy and, in doing so, makes possible to train models on large datasets that would otherwise have been inaccessible. FL is currently used by many big data companies (e.g., Google, Apple, Facebook) for learning on their users' data, but the research community envisions also promising applications to learning across large data-silos, like hospitals that cannot share their patients' data [4].

Most existing algorithms for federated learning train the same model architecture for each user/device (personalized FL algorithms [5-8] allow only the value of model parameters to be different), but, heterogeneous clients may not be able to run the same model (because of computational, memory, or battery constraints) and training the largest model that can be supported by the least capable device can be too restrictive.
Goals

In this internship, we will consider that heterogeneous devices may not be able to run the same model (because of computational, memory, or battery constraints) and will propose new algorithms to train heterogeneous architectures jointly. A key challenge is to design meaningful ways of sharing information across heterogeneous model architectures.

We will consider training approaches based on model subsampling. There is a single neural network architecture. However, while powerful clients store and use the complete model, less powerful clients only store a subset of the model matching their memory and computation capabilities.

This approach has been proposed in [9,10] for convolutional networks, where each client may use a different number of channels. We will explore to what extent this strategy can be extended to different neural network architectures. We will also address open issues about training with subsampling. For example, results in [9] suggest that, at some training iterations, more powerful clients should behave as less powerful clients and update a subset of the architecture. We are missing a solid explanation for these observations and quantitative guidelines about how often clients should train a model different from the largest one they can train. The response likely depends on the distribution of clients' capabilities and their dataset sizes. Moreover, these findings seem to be at odds with other empirical observations suggesting that the subnetworks considered by the different clients should rather be disjoint [11].

The internship will start with an experimental approach. The intern will reproduce results in [9,10,11], try to reconcile their apparent contradictions, and derive practical guidelines for FL training of heterogeneous architectures. He/she will then move to study the problem from an analytical point of view relying on the theory of statistical learning, and ensemble learning in particular.

Pre-requisites

The candidate should have a strong background on machine learning and practical experience with software like PyTorch. The internship can evolve toward a more theoretically-oriented PhD thesis. For this reason, we will prefer candidates with a solid mathematical background (in particular on optimization) and in general keen on using mathematics to model real problems.

How to apply

Send by email to giovanni.neglia@inria.fr your cv and the list of university courses with the
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